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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY This chapter presents the methodology of the study that consists of research design, settings, research question, data collection, and the technique of data analysis. 
A.  Research Design Qualitative research is used in this research. Qualitative research is research which yields the descriptive data in the form of written or oral words from observing people and behavior.33  In this case, researcher uses descriptive qualitative design which mainly aims to analyze and describe the phenomenon in the using of teacher direct corrective feedback to improve students’ L2 writing skill at eleventh grade of SMKN 1 Kendari.   
B. Settings& Context This study was conducted at SMKN 1 Kendari.  .  This school is different from other high school because it has own department which is given code by A, B, C, and D.  A is for accountant class, B is for marketing, C is for office administration, and D is for computer and network engineering.   The reason why researcher chooses this class as setting of the study since the class is comfortable for learning activity and the situation is quiet when students focused on teacher’s explanation of the material.  However, other situation also happened when                                                            33Lexy. J. Moleong, MetodologiPenelitianKualitatif, (Bandung: PT RemajaRosdakarya, 2000), p. 3. 
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33  students begin to feel bored and the class becomes noisy, uncontrolled and the tension is getting high both for students and teacher.  
C. Participants  The participants of this study are students of eleventh grade C1 of administration office major.  Total number of the students in this classroom is 39 students that consist of 29 female students and 10 male students. But in this study, researcher just takes 10 students to be the sample of the research, because they have completed their draft.All these students have been familiar and they all have different characteristic.  The students rarely have writing experience so that almost of them have trouble while doing a writing test.  The use of direct corrective feedback as method in this study, help them in improving their writing skill and make them get used to writing exercise.  
D. Instrument of The Study In this study, researcher used writing test as the instrument of the study and collected all of students’ writing in the pile of documents.  Type of writing test that researcher used to the students is recount text writing.  Researcher attempt to give the students writing test due to lack of students’ knowledge in writing.  Moreover, researcher wanted to see the significant improvement from students’ writing after giving them a topic to write.  After all writing test done, students collected their works to researcher but not all of them submitted the first draft because not all students coming at that day.  The students who collected their first draft is 37 students.  After students’ first draft were collected, researcher began to give feedback and brought back to them in order to make themrevise their writing 



34  after giving feedback.  When the second draft was collected, after asking students to revise, amount of draft collected was 40.  More students’ collected their writing in the second draft because their friends tell that the writing test must be submitted.  While in the third draft, number of students who collected their writing was 19 students. 
E. Technique of Data Collection The data is collected from students’ documents in the form of drafts.  From drafts, students’ writing development can be seen.  The drafts itself is consist of three drafts from every students.  In class meeting, researcher asked the students to write their experience in their friendship in one paragraph is about 10 lines of sentences.  After that, they collected their first draft to researcher.  In this first draft, researcher initially began to correct students’ writing using direct corrective feedback as the technique, gave feedback, and then analyzes it.   After the first draft collected and researcher returned back the students’ writing and instructed them to revise appropriate with researcher feedback which have been written on their paper.  Since the limited allotted time, researcher asked students to collect their second draft through whatsapp.  To ease students collect their second draft, researcher asked them to type their revision and collect through whatsapp in the form of document.    After seeing the completeness of students’ draft, final amount of overall data collection were 10 students.    
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F. Data Analysis Researcher collected the data through students’ writing.  Data is analyzed through some steps.34  First step is data reduction.  In this first step, researching focused on selecting, simplifying and focusing the raw data.  The second is data display.  In this step, researcher organized the information that headed to clear conclusion.  And the last step is conclusion.  In this step, researcher concludes the result of all data collected.  To heed students’ improvement in their writing performance, researcher paid attention to students’ mistake reduction from the first draft until the last draft.  In providing feedback, researcher analyzed four aspects such as tenses, capitalization, spelling, and punctuation to see students’ L2 writing improvement. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            34Matthew B. Miles and A. Michael Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis (California: SAGE Publications Inc, 1994), p. 107-121.  
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 This chapter is present the findings during collecting data in administration office major of eleventh grade students at SMKN 1 Kendari.  To answer the research question, the findings would be reported down below. 
A. Research Finding 

1.  Ways to help students in improving writing skill As mentioned in chapter 1, this study was conducted to find the way how to help students in eleventh grade of administration office major at SMKN 1 Kendari in improving their writing skill using direct corrective feedback. This study revealed that direct corrective feedback can help students to improve their writing in many sides for example punctuation, spelling, tenses and capitalization.  When researcher gave feedback to students’ writing, there were a lot of mistakes that students wrote in their works.  Almost all of them had the same common mistakes that made researcher wanted to help them to improve their writing.  Therefore, researcher wants students to revise their writing by giving them direct corrective feedback on their writing in terms of tenses, spelling, capitalization, and punctuation.    
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Table 4.1 Identification of mistakes by students 1

Draft Tenses First  My 
bestfriend 
name Second  - Third  -  On the table above, 1.  It shows that in the tenses, spelling, capitalization and punctuation.  In the tenses, student 1 writes “My bestfriend name” and teacher underlined the wrong tense and correct it by writing under the tense “My best f“Differ” because it is wrong spelling, teacher correct it to “different”.  While in capitalization, student 1 writes “Mega. we be friends” it stated wrong because after full stop it should be capital letter but crossed it out and change to “Mega.  We be friends”.  And in the second draft student 1 did not write any mistakes as well as the third draft because they have being given feedback so they can understand where their   

Picture 

Identification of mistakes by students 1 
Student 1 

Spelling Capitalizati
on 

Punctuation 

bestfriend 
Differ  Mega. we be friends • like sleep, eat 

• our house is near - - -  - - - On the table above, it shows the identification of mistakes made by student 1.  It shows that in the first draft, student 1 still made a few mistakes all term of tenses, spelling, capitalization and punctuation.  In the tenses, student 1 writes “My bestfriend name” and teacher underlined the wrong tense and correct it by writing under the tense “My best friend’s name”.  In spelling student 1 writes “Differ” because it is wrong spelling, teacher correct it to “different”.  While in capitalization, student 1 writes “Mega. we be friends” it stated wrong because after full stop it should be capital letter but student 1 did not write it then teacher crossed it out and change to “Mega.  We be friends”.  And in the second draft student 1 did not write any mistakes as well as the third draft because they have being given feedback so they can understand where their mistake located.
Picture 4.1.Teacher’s Feedback of Student’s Writing 
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Punctuation  ike sleep, bath cook, ur house is near, Only shows the identification of mistakes made by student e a few mistakes all term of tenses, spelling, capitalization and punctuation.  In the tenses, student 1 writes “My bestfriend name” and teacher underlined the wrong tense and correct it by riend’s name”.  In spelling student 1 writes “Differ” because it is wrong spelling, teacher correct it to “different”.  While in capitalization, student 1 writes “Mega. we be friends” it stated wrong because student 1 did not write it then teacher crossed it out and change to “Mega.  We be friends”.  And in the second draft student 1 did not write any mistakes as well as the third draft because they have mistake located. 
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Table 4.2 Identification of mistakes by students 2 Student 2 

Draft Tenses Spelling Capitalization Punctuation  First  A person the 
accompany I am Another 

jole Change 
OPinion They. but be friend Second  Things funny - - - Third  - - - -  Table above is explained about mistakes that student 2 made in each side.  It shows that in the first draft student 2 made mistakes in four terms.  In the tenses, student 2 wrote “a person the accompany I am” it should not be right because the using of pronoun is wrong.  Then teacher changed it to “a person that accompany me”.  In the term of spelling, student 2 writes one misspelling word “jole” that should be changed to “joke”.  As for the capitalization student 2 wrote capital letter “OPinion” in the middle of the sentences which is not allowed.  Then teacher correct it “opinion”.  While in the punctuation, student 2 wrote original letter after full stop when it should be capital letter.  Therefore, teacher crossed it out and wrote the correct one “they.  But be friend”.  In the second draft as written on the table above, student 2 still have one mistake in tenses is “things funny”.  Because it is an adjective, then it should be written “funny things”.  As in the third draft, student 2 did not have any mistake again because of feedback given by the teacher.   

 

 

Picture 4.2.Teacher’s Feedback of Student’s Writing 
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Table 4.3 Identification of mistakes by student 3 

Student 3 
Draft Tenses Spelling Capitalization Punctuation  First  • introduce my name 

• together in trouble and pleasure 
• as long as he died • troule 

• pretect • Parted aFter 
• felt Lonely Friend.  IF Second  - - - - Third  - - - -  Table above is explaining about the identification of mistakes made by student 3.  As commonly happened in the first draft student 3 have mistakes in every aspect.  In tenses, student 3 made three mistakes.  The first one is an inappropriate sentence that student 3 writes.  Because it is recount text, it should be written “let me introduce, my name”.  The second one is the unsuitable sentence.  Instead of “trouble and pleasure” teacher correct it to “joy and sorrow”.  And the third one student 3 writes “as long as he died”.  It is a misallocated tense and it has different meaning.  Then teacher correct it to “since he died”.  In aspect of spelling, student 3 writes “troule” and “pretect”.  While it should be changed to “trouble” and “protect”.  As in capitalization, student 3 mixed capital letter in the middle of the sentence.  Then teacher crossed it out and write the correct word “we parted after”, felt lonely”.   And in the punctuation term, student 3 wrote all capital letter while it should be the first letter only.  The teacher give feedback by correcting it “friend.  If”.  In the second and third draft, student 3 did not make mistake anymore because feedback has been given.   



40    
Picture 4.3.Teacher’s Feedback of Students’ Writing 

Table 4.4 Identification of mistakes by student 4 

Student 4 
Draft Tenses 

pelli
ng 

Capitalization Punctuation  First  • if I doesn’t 
work 

• he is very 
polity 

• both smart 
both in class and outside the class • my Friend 

• helps me IF   • very good he always 
• he assignment he is  Second  - - - Third  - - -  The table above is showing the identification of mistakes made by student 4.  It is explained that student 4 is make three mistakes in aspect of tenses, two mistakes in capitalization as well as in punctuation.  In tenses, student 4 writes “if I doesn’t work”.  Because it is simple present tense then teacher corrects it to “if I do not do”.  And student 3 also writes “he is very polity” and “both smart both in class and outside the class”.  The word “polity” is not suitable with the sentence and should be changed into “he is very polite” and the sentence “both smart both” is unnecessary word that should be written “both smart inside and outside the class”.  In aspect of capitalization, student 4 writes “my Friend” and “helps me IF”.  Both of the sentence is capital letter that written in the middle of the 



41  sentence and it is not allowed except for the particular rule like in the beginning of sentence, name of person, name of country and other specific names.  Teacher correct it “my friend” and “helps me IF”.  In aspect of punctuation, student 4 do not write the correct punctuation and it is difficult to the reader to distinguish where the beginning of the sentence and which one is the end of it.  Then teacher correct it by giving the appropriate punctuation “very good.  He always” and “the assignment.  He is”.  Both second draft and the third draft, student 4 do not have any mistakes.    
Picture 4.4Teacher’s Feedback of Student’s Writing 

 

Table 4.5 Identification of mistakes by student 5 

Student 5 
Draft Tenses Spelling Capitalization Punctuation  First  • different qualities 

• our hobbies are 
gossiping 

• mature thought 
• and dislike 

enlarge 

Ou behavior  • high school. 
They 

• the Problem Started in high school 
they have Second  - Baythe way - - Third  - - - -  Table above is the identification of mistakes made by student 5.  It is shown that student 5 made mistake in every aspect at the first draft.  In aspect of tenses, 



42  student 5 made four mistakes.  The first tense it actually true but it is not suitable with the sentence then teacher corrects it by writing the right sentence under the wrong sentence “different qualities” to “different characters”, “our hobbies are gossiping” to “our hobby is gossiping”, “mature thought” to “mature minded” also “dislike enlarge” to “do not like to enlarge”.  In term of spelling, student 5 made one misspelling word.  The same way as before, teacher corrects it to “our behavior”.  As in capitalization, student 5 made two mistakes which are capital letters are not in the right place, then teacher change it to “high school.  They” and “the problem”.  And in aspect of punctuation student 5 did not write the right punctuation and the reader will be confused.  Teacher correct it to “started in high school.  They”.  While in the second draft student 5 made one mistake in spelling “bay” and teacher changed it to “by” while in the third draft, student 5 is not make mistakes anymore.    
 

Picture 4.5.Teacher’s Feedback of Student’s Writing      
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Table 4.6 Identification of mistakes by student 6 

Student 6 
Draft Tenses Spelling Capitalization Punctuation  First  • continued with school enrollment 

• friends at school and outside the school - • good 
Friends 

• remembered 
Forever • during 

school I had 
• can’t follow 

often skip Second  - - - - Third  - - - -  Table above shows the identification of mistakes made by students 7.  It can be seen from the four aspects at the first draft, student 6 made mistake in aspect of tenses, capitalization and punctuation.  In term tenses, there are two mistakes that made by student 6.  Both mistakes are inappropriate tense and teacher cross out the wrong word and change to the correct one “continued my school enrollment” and “friends inside and outside the school”.  There are no mistakes in spelling.  While in term of capitalization, there are two mistakes which is capital letter in the middle of the sentence.  Teacher corrects it “good friends” and “remembered forever”.  As well in punctuation, two mistakes were found that student 6 did not put the right punctuation in the sentence.  Then teacher added “during school, I had” and “cannot follow.  They often skip the subject”.   As for the second and the third draft, there are no mistakes detected because of feedback giving.   
Pictures 4.6.Teacher’s Feedback of Student’s Writing   
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Table 4.7 Identification of mistakes by student 7 

Student 7 
Draft Tenses Spelling Capitalization Punctuation  First  • adult thought 

• eighty % 
• an relationship • foughr 

• salve • ther People 
• our Problems • three friends we have 

• we are together all eighty  Second  - - - - Third  - - - -  The table shows the identification of mistakes made by student 7.  In the first draft, mistakes were found in all aspects.  In term of tenses, student 7 writes three mistakes.  Instead of writing “adult thought”, it can be changed to “mature minded”.  As for symbol writing, it should be writing properly.  Not only using the symbol but write the spelling correctly.  The teacher corrects the wrong word “eighty %” to “eighty percent”.  Student 7 writes “in relationship” is not appropriate with the theme of writing.  Because the theme is friendship, teacher change the word to “in our friendship”.  In the term of spelling, two mistakes detected.  Teacher writes the correct form under the wrong word “fought” and “solve”.  In capitalization as well two mistakes were found.  This is the same mistake as before, capital letter is written in the middle of the sentence.  Teacher gives the feedback by writing the correct form “other people” and “our problems”.  In the term of punctuation, some of sentences do not have the right punctuation.  Then teacher have to write the correct form in order to the students can realize their mistake “three friends.  We have” also “we are together.  All eighty”.  In the second draft, student 7 did not have any mistakes as well as in the 



45  third draft.  It is showed that feedback that given by the teacher can help their writing well.   
Pictures 4.7.Teacher’s Feedback of Students’ Writing  

Table 4.8 Identification of mistakes by student 8 

Student 8 
Draft Tenses Spelling Capitalization Punctuation  First  • very familiar with me 

• we took it on foot • causin 
• caug i once had His name is Fani actually Second  - - - - Third  - - - -  Table above shows the identification of mistakes made by student 8.  Mistakes were found in four aspects at the first draft.  In the term of tenses, student 8 writes “very familiar with me”.  Actually it is not wrong but to ease reader in understanding the sentence teacher change to the correct form “very close to me”.  As for the sentence “we took it on foot” it is not appropriate, then teacher writes the right sentence “we keep taking a walk”.  In the term of spelling, student 8 writes “causin” and “laug”.  Teacher writes the correct word “cousin” and “laugh”.  In capitalization, one mistake detected.  Subject “i” it supposed to write by capital letter and teacher give feedback by writing the right word “I”.  In term of punctuation, one sentence does not have the punctuation.  Teacher has to 



46  write the correct form “his name is Fani.  Actually”.  In the second and the third draft student 8 did not make any mistakes after teacher gives feedback.    
 

Pictures4.8.Teacher’s Feedback of Student’s Writing 

 

Table 4.9 Identification of mistakes by student 9 

Student 9 
Draft Tenses Spelling Capitalization Punctuation  First  • we were at the start at the entrance SMK 

• already know each other • onle 
• oum • know adinda, aisyah, nadya 

• they are my Friends and my Family We were begin once Second  among the five 
of me - - - Third  - - - -  The table above shows the identification of mistakes made by student 9.  In term of tenses, there are two mistakes found as well as in spelling.  In term of capitalization also have two mistakes while punctuation just one mistake.  Two tenses above is not understandable.  Then teacher have to change it to correct form “we started our friendship at SMK” and “we all already know each other”.  Also teacher write down the correct word from two misspell word above “only” and “own”.  In writing the name of person, it should be written with capital letter.  But student 9 writes it with original letter.  Therefore, teacher has to correct it by changing the wrong word “Adinda, Aisyah, Nadya”.  Also in the middle of the sentence, it is not allowed to write capital letter.  Teacher write the correct word 



47  “they are my friends and my family”.  To end the sentence, it should be put full stop in the end of the sentence.  Teacher adds the missing punctuation in the sentence “we were begin.  Once”.   After being given feedback, student 9 still made one mistake in the second draft.  In the term of tenses, student 9 wrote “among the five of me” and teacher crossed it out and gives the right form “among th five of us”.  In the third draft, she did not made mistakes anymore. 
 

 

 

 

Pictures 4.9.Teacher’s Feedback on Student’s Writing  
Table 4.10 Identification of mistakes by student 10 

Student 10 
Draft Tenses Spelling Capitalization Punctuation  First  • surround my home town 

• met them both of them - elga and ifan Close friendships we made a commitment Second  - - - - Third  - - - -  The table above shows the identification of mistakes made by student 10.  In the first draft, student 10 is made a mistake in term of tenses, capitalization and punctuation while in term of spelling is no mistake.  In tenses aspect, two mistakes are found both inappropriate tense and teacher crossed it out and write 



48  the correct form “to walk around my home town” and “I met both of them”.  In capitalization as mentioned as before, name of the person should be written in the capital letter “Elga and Ifan”.  In aspect of punctuation, full stop is needed to end the sentence and beginning for the new one “close friendships.  We made a commitment”.  In the second and the third draft, student 10 did not make any mistake.   
Pictures 4.10.Teacher’s Feedback of Student’s Writing 

 The chart below shows that students’ writing have improved from the first draft until the third draft.  Even though the writing has improved, it does not mean that students fully aware of the mistake.  They still need to be supervised by the teacher to maintain their writing ability. 
Chart1.The improvement of students’ writing through direct corrective 
feedback  012345678910 Draft 1 Draft 2 Draft 3 student 1student 2student 3student 4student 5student 6student 7student 8student 9student 10
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B. Discussion  The findings reveal to help students improving their writing is using direct corrective feedback.  Researcher used writing test to know students’ ability in their writing especially for students in SMKN 1 Kendari.  Using writing of recount text with theme of experience in lifetime friendship is researcher choice to make students’ easier in writing it even still there are many mistakes.   The goal of this method is to help students in improving their writing skills.  Researcher used four terms to know if students’ writing has improved which are tenses, spelling, capitalization and punctuation.   The first writing activity as the first draft is done in the classroom using the remaining time of their lesson schedule.  Researcher asked to write the theme about their friendship amount one paragraph of writing.  The activity was gone well and there was no problem except students who keep asking the meaning of the word, but other than that was fine.   The first draft was given back to the students after given feedback by the researcher and they must revise it and collected again to researcher as second draft.  Direct corrective feedback provided by indicating the students’ writing error with the right form.  Researcher analyzed every draft that students collected, that students’ writing have improved step by step.  They were made less mistake every draft.  From the first draft with many errors, second draft had reduced and the third draft is none.  It means that using direct corrective feedback can help students’ improving their writing.   Successful error reduction is not related to 



50  learning, there was empirical evidence in this study that teacher written corrective feedback was effective in reducing students’ error on grammatical items focused in the study, not only in subsequent revised writing but also in the production of new writing. In the process of analyzing data, researcher found that most students difficult to made a change in term of tenses.  It can be caused their misunderstood about the feedback that researcher gave then they did not change it after being given feedback.  However, students made big changes after clear explanation from researcher for their feedback by letting them ask the question from feedback giving.  As for the easiest changes by the students was in term of capitalization, since they already understand the meaning of the feedback. Kind of written corrective feedback that used in this study is direct corrective feedback.  This method is used to develop students’ writing performance since showing the right form of the wrong tenses or words, it makes student easier to understand along with the teacher guidance to maintain their ability. Using direct corrective feedback could result in better writing performance of the students, especially with the ones with low language proficiency.35It means that student have their own level in learning especially in writing.  There are students who have learned writing before, and there are students who just start from the very beginning or called beginner.  Therefore, using this kind of feedback can be one of the ways to result a better writing                                                            35Hamidun et al, Enhancing Students’ Motivation by Providing Feedback on Writing: The Case of International Students from Thailand, International Journal of Social Science and 
humanity, Vol. 2(6), 2012, p. 591-594. 



51  quality because students are guided in locating their mistakes in writing and attempt to have a good writer.                 
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